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Since I described the cause of all diseases in my diagrams (available at 
http://www.reversingvaccineinduceddiseases.com/page/414591608 ) in 1999 and developed my 
Hippocrates protocol to reverse all diseases in people and pets with natural therapies, I have 
been forced to face reality as to the fact that the world is controlled by psychopaths who are 
killing and maiming humanity, destroying the earth and causing immeasurable suffering 
intentionally. This is being done right in our face, while the talking heads on tell-lie-vision twist 
and spin things to keep people in the dark.  Another very common ploy used is the art of  
distraction which has been perfected to a point that it occurred to me there must be a 
psychiatrist general behind the scenes directing the show (as opposed to the surgeon general 
which we know about).  An excellent example of this is the never ending media coverage and 
tributes going on after Nelson Mandela’s death at the age of 95.    

The fact that he lived to such a ripe old age (whereas so many actual heroes who stood up for 
truth have been assassinated by the powers that be) is our first clue that history has been 
rewritten in regards to this man, and that his message of “forgiveness of his oppressors” is 
being used to mind control people to send love to their predators, rather than hold them 
accountable for their crimes against humanity. When JB Campbell (who was in the British South 
Africa police in Rhodesia in the early 70’s and was a section officer in the anti-terrorist support 
unit there) was asked the truth regarding Mandela’s history, this was his response:  

“Mandela’s ascension to power turned a self-sufficient country into a typical African basket-case 
and a very dangerous place to live, with freedom and dignity for no one, except his ANC.  What 
were his accomplishments that made people support him?  Bringing catastrophic black rule to a 
white country?  Africans can't feed themselves or keep the toilets working. He was a Communist 
terrorist who brought about the destruction of South Africa.  His dear wife Winnie bragged about 
necklacing her fellow Africans who objected to Mandela tyranny.  Did her husband ever 
renounce necklacing even though he was forced to dump her?  If he was against necklacing, 
why didn't he have her prosecuted for torture/murder?  His ANC was necklacing Africans at an 
average of 240 per month, as high as 600+ per month.  It takes about twenty minutes for a 
necklacing victim to burn to death.  (Read more about necklacing at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Necklacing ; in summary, it was a practice of summary execution 
and torture carried out by forcing a rubber tire, filled with petrol, around a victim's chest and 
arms, and setting it on fire.)  Mandela admitted over a hundred and fifty acts of terrorism, 
including bombing civilians in public places.  He was the chief Soviet-backed terrorist in South 
Africa.
Mandela intensely cared about personal power.  Communist terrorists aren't big on freedom and 
dignity.  He was a member of the South African Communist Party (see http://www.sacp.org.za ) 
and typically lied about it because that's what Communists always do.”
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Of course, none of this true history has been brought up in the multitude of specials and 
memorials that have been broadcast on tell-lie-vision since Mandela’s death.  The summary of 
the importance of Mandela has always been his “forgiveness of his oppressors” as an example 
to the world.  This is such an obvious psychological operation, as the evidence of the crimes 
against humanity by the psychopaths who control the world are being revealed…we are being 
mind wiped to beLIEve that “everything will be OK” if we just forgive these monsters, rather than 
hold them accountable for their actions.  One of the most obvious examples of this was an 
episode of “Oprah’s next chapter” aired on 12/8/13 where Oprah honored Mandela.  The show 
was loaded with soundbites from various celebrities who all spoke of how Mandela’s message 
of forgiveness and reconciliation had affected them in their personal lives.  The biggest shocker 
was the final speaker praising Mandela; HENRY KISSINGER, a monster responsible for so 
much of the evil occurring in this world.  In case you are not aware, Oprah and Kissinger are 
both members of the Bilderberg  group 
(http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread466917/pg1 ), which is instrumental in the 
depopulation agenda of humanity.  Oprah also has weekly shows entitled “Super Soul Sunday”, 
where  she interviews others who promote loving  and forgiving your predators.  HOW IS THAT 
WORKING FOR US, PEOPLE?  

As I write this, “world leaders and dignitaries” are gathered in Johannesberg, South Africa at the 
First National Bank Stadium to honor this alleged “man of peace”.  Especially sickening were 
the comments of our predator president, who received the Nobel peace prize, yet continues to 
kill scores of people (including Americans) with ongoing wars, drone strikes, etc.  A few 
interesting comments by this evil CIA asset/puppet included the following:

1. “Nelson Mandela was a giant of history; the last great liberator of the 20th century”

2. “Mandela DISCIPLINED HIS ANGER as he reminded his oppressors that PRISONERS 
CAN’T ENTER INTO CONTRACTS” (This is one of my favorites; telling us that being 
angry for the crimes against humanity being perpetrated by these psychopaths is 
“undisciplined”.  In fact, Obama stated that Mandela invited his jailers to his inauguration 
as HONORED GUESTS. “  (Sounds to me like Mandela underwent some heavy MK 
Ultra programming during his 27 years in jail).

3. “People around the world are still imprisoned and persecuted for their political actions; 
there are too many leaders who do not tolerate dissent from their own people”.  The fact 
that Obama could make such statements with a straight face considering what is going 
on in Amerika is self evident proof of what a skilled liar he is. 

What are we to do, people?  Forgive the predators as they continue to destroy everything that 
matters, or defend ourselves from these monsters?  As I have mentioned in previous 
newsletters, JB Campbell has started the American Defense Party to stop the monsters.  Please 
check out his website at http://www.americandefenseparty.com  to learn about this non-voting 
political party dedicated to the dismantling of the federal government.      It's not anarchy   
because we'd still have the state governments, which are bad enough.      Nothing matches 
the danger to our lives and property that the US federal government presents.
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If you have not yet heard the show I did with JB Campbell where he discussed the American 
Defense Party, please do so…you can access it at 
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/RBN-BACKUP/Nov-2013/WAA_11-17-13.mp3 .

A few more facts to help you get off the couch:

Did you know that these psychos have created a CONSTITUTION FREE ZONE around the 
US?  Go to https://www.aclu.org/know-your-rights-constitution-free-zone-map , where you will 
learn:

• Normally under the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the American people 
are not generally subject to random and arbitrary stops and searches. 

• The border, however, has always been an exception.  There, the longstanding view is 
that the normal rules do not apply.  For example the authorities do not need a warrant or 
probable cause to conduct a “routine search.” 

• But what is “the border”?  According to the government, it  is a 100-mile wide strip that 
wraps around the “external boundary” of the United States. 

• As a result of this claimed authority, individuals who are far away from the border, 
American citizens traveling from one place in America to another, are being stopped and 
harassed in ways that our Constitution does not permit.

• Border Patrol has been setting up checkpoints inland — on highways in states such as 
California, Texas and Arizona, and at ferry terminals in Washington State. Typically, the 
agents ask drivers and passengers about their citizenship.  Unfortunately, our courts so 
far have permitted these kinds of checkpoints – legally speaking, they are 
“administrative” stops that are permitted only for the specific purpose of protecting the 
nation’s borders.  They cannot become general drug-search or other law enforcement 
efforts. 

JB Campbell’s response to this tyranny?  “This is a federal declaration of war against us, among 
many others.  But this is the most obvious one, immediately affecting 200 million people who 
live in this zone (66%).  In fact, 100% of Americans are affected since they might travel within 
the zone.  It is a declaration of martial law no matter who's running the roadblock since virtually 
all cops now are federalized.”

“This is a great first domestic issue for the American Defense Party - what should our policy be 
if we are violated under the new "dragnet law?"  Without a federal government, there could be 
no such law.  State governments would have no reason or ability to create such a dragnet 
around the country.  This is another reason for the overthrow of the federal government.  Soon, 
the entire map will be orange - why not?”

“The party's policy will be total resistance to any attempt to enforce this new federal attempt at 
martial law.  If a member is snagged by feds in a roadblock, he or she must be prepared to fight 
it out if a search would lead to arrest.  Contraband can always be planted, so allowing a search 
is too risky in any event.  Also, allowing an illegal search goes against the whole idea of the 
party.  But that's the member's choice.  In my case, a search would always lead to arrest, so 
personally it's out of the question.”

“The low-level tyrants who would implement this form of treason must be made afraid of even 
trying such a thing.  That can only be done by total resistance. The dragnet is a declaration of 
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war.  We've let it go too far already and the tyrants must be stopped at the street level.  Some of 
us must go after the ones who dreamed up this dragnet.”

There are so many other atrocities going on, it is mind numbing.  The fear instilled by the 
psychopaths leaking the facts of what is going on through their paid minions (like Alex Jones) 
results in paralysis.  However, SILENCE IS CONSENT.  Each person must decide if they are 
going to help stop the madness, or live on their knees praying they will be left alone. 
Unfortunately, YOU ARE ALREADY DEAD if you do nothing.  

I will leave it there for this week…much more to follow.  Please spread the word….

If you need help in reversing your disease with natural therapies. please go to 
http://www.reversingvaccineinduceddiseases.com/services to learn how Dr. Carley does 
consults.  You can access many archives of internet shows Dr. Carley has done over the last 
few years at http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/RBN-BACKUP/commercialFree.html . 
as well as prior newsletters which are posted at 
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/RBN-BACKUP/Carley-Newsletters.html
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